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Magnetic Brake Adjustment

Guide Module Dereeling
Arm Installation

WIRE GUIDE ARMS FOR WOOD REELS   with Magnetic Brake Base Plates C-40 & C-41
Congratulations on your purchase of a genuine Wire Wizard® weld wire dispensing system. Each one of these 
systems exemplify product quality and workmanship. In addition, all of our wire guide arm models are 
individually inspected to guarantee years of reliable service.

Installation instructions for all major wire manufacturers are below. If you require any further information or 
assistance, please contact our customer service department at 517-782-8040.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
 1. Be sure the wood reel surface is free from debris  
  and wood splinters that may prevent base plate  
  from sitting flush on the reel.

 2. The arm is shipped together with the required   
  base plate. The C-41 Base Plate fits reels with   
  1-5/16” (33 mm) arbor holes and the C-40 fits   
  reels with 5” (127 mm) arbor holes. For National  
  Standard® reels, lower arm and base unit into
  5" center arbor and proceed to step 4 below.

 3. Loosen T-handle wing nuts completely. Lower   
  base plate onto the reel, aligning the T-handle   
  cam locks with the two smaller outer holes   
  (approximately 2-1/2 inches either side of the   
  center arbor).

 4. Turn each T-handle so the longer portion of the 
  offset faces outward. This will lock the cam foot  
  under the lip of the reel. Tighten the wing nuts to 
  firmly secure base plate against the reel.

 5. Run the weld wire through the inlet guide and   
  up the wire guide arm.

 6. To adjust the magnetic brake (if necessary),   
  loosen the four screws with a 3mm Allen wrench  
  and turn the top of the arm base clockwise or   
  counter-clockwise to adjust the tension (see   
  photo on right). The direction that increases/   
  decreases the tension will depend on the   
  polarity of the magnets. The tension should be   
  just enough to keep the weld wire from shingling  
  off the reel.

 7. Once desired tension is met, tighten screws to   
  secure brake.
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Photo shown with National
Standard® Reel, other reels
will not have outside holes.


